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CONVERSATIONAL UIS
OVERVIEW

What is a Chatbot?

Why Focus on Chatbots

• A chatbot is a computer program
designed to simulate more human-like
conversation with users and perform
tasks for users using artificial intelligence.

• Part of a broader messaging strategy: everyone wants to
text/send messages for communication – it’s a preferred
approach to today’s communication needs

• Provides a quicker, more efficient method of executing
tasks than traditional communication methods
• The future of consumer-to-business communication

Methodology
•

Strategy Analytics’ UXS team first carried out an extensive range of secondary
research from eastern/western sources to establish an understanding of where
conversational UIs and chatbots are being deployed and how they’re being used

•

This knowledge base was reinforced and challenged by the perspectives of
multiple industry experts which were used to solidify research questions

•

To answer these questions, in-depth interviews were carried out with messaging
& chatbot users in Milton Keynes, UK and San Diego, USA
Strategy Analytics, Inc
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OVERVIEW OF CONVERSATIONAL UIS AND CHATBOTS / TIMELINE & HISTORY
CONVERSATIONAL USER INTERFACES FACILITATE NATURAL INTERACTIONS WITH TECHNOLOGY

1966

1995

2001

2011

2014

2016

Eliza

A.L.I.C.E

SmarterChild

Apple Siri

Microsoft Cortana

Google Assistant

Desktop Chatterbots

Touch-Driven

Desktop Based

Locally Processed Responses

Users converse with a program
using typed phrases

2017 - Present
Facebook
Messenger

Digital Assistants

Voice-Driven
Platform Based

Remotely Processed AI
Responses

Users converse with a software agent
using their voice

WhatsApp

WeChat

Messaging Chatbots

Touch-Driven
App Based

Remotely Processed AI
Responses

Users converse with chatbots using
typed messages

Conversational user interfaces attempt to understand natural language so that they may respond to it in a natural way
April 16, 2018
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OVERVIEW OF CONVERSATIONAL UIS AND CHATBOTS / TIMELINE & HISTORY
CONVERSATIONAL USER INTERFACES FACILITATE NATURAL INTERACTIONS WITH TECHNOLOGY

2017 - Present
Facebook
Messenger

WhatsApp

WeChat

Messaging Chatbots

VOICE-Driven
App Based

Remotely Processed AI
Responses

Users converse with chatbots using
typed messages

The shift needs to go from text-based to voice-based on the car
April 16, 2018
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OVERVIEW OF CONVERSATIONAL UIS AND CHATBOTS / MESSAGING USER BASE
FREE MESSAGING PLATFORMS ATTRACT MILLIONS OF POTENTIAL USERS OF MESSAGING CHATBOTS

Desktop Chatterbots

Digital Assistants

Messaging Chatbots

How They’re Discovered

Word of Mouth

Built Into Devices

Per Device Owner (High)

•

Messaging is at the heart of modern communication;
hundreds of millions of smartphone users interact with
others through messaging apps

•

The act of sending a message is now familiar and seminatural to people; it is done routinely on a daily basis

…Allowing Messaging Chatbots to Reach a Wider Audience

(Free) Messaging Platforms

Potential User Volume

Low/Indeterminate

Messaging Apps are Immensely Popular Worldwide…

Potentially 100s Millions of
Messaging Users

•

The sheer volume of potential users across (free) platforms
such as Facebook Messenger, Telegram, and WeChat makes
chatbots a potentially lucrative means for users to engage
with brands and services conversationally

•

Being freely available, the barrier to entry is virtually nonexistent

Messaging platforms have a large number of potential chatbot users with virtually no barrier to entry
April 16, 2018
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OVERVIEW OF CHATBOT PLATFORMS / OVERVIEW
MESSAGING PLATFORMS PROVIDE A VECTOR FOR BUSINESS INTERACTIONS, BUT USER LOYALTY IS A RISK

Messaging Apps with No Chatbot Support

Messaging Platforms with Chatbot Support

Largest Platforms with Chatbot Support

Focused on person-to-person interactions, which is at
the core of why people use messaging apps

Large, engaged user base with potential business
outreach via chatbots

Concentrated user base that is drawn to the platform
out of loyalty or necessity

Tango

Snapchat

Google Allo

OEM SMS

Few monetization options for the platform beyond
(unpopular) targeted advertising

QQ

KakaoTalk

Line

Telegram

Kik

Skype

BBM

Slack

iMessage

Viber

Popularity does not imply loyalty; users can and will
switch to whatever platform is in vogue

WeChat

Facebook Messenger

WhatsApp*

*Future Support for Business Chats

User identification and analysis performed by private
third parties raises trust issues

With plenty of competing messaging platforms available across the world, user loyalty is hard to guarantee
Strategy Analytics, Inc
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CHATBOT USE CASES / OVERVIEW
RETAIL, P2P, AND SMART HOME
Inventory
assessment
“This could save me so
much time from having to
call, then wait on hold to
talk to someone, then wait
on hold even more”

Customer support

Reservations

Retail

Order
food/goods

Product suggestions

P2P

Smart Home

Controlling
smarthome
devices remotely

Automatic replies

Sending/receiving payments
can be even quicker, though
inconsistent compatibility
could be a roadblock here

April 16, 2018

Access to specific information
outside retail store hours,
and without having to wait on
hold on the phone

Making payments to
other users

Robotics – both inhome and retail
(B2C)
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Utilizing chatbots to control smart
home devices can provide more
discrete methods of communicating
via text instead of voice
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POTENTIAL BARRIERS FOR CHATBOT ADOPTION
OVERVIEW
Reliance on bot
responses
“I want it to already know a
lot about me, or my
problem, to save time and
reduce text entry”

Limited bot knowledge
Lack of personal
engagement

Lacking compelling
aspect
Usability

Needs to be very
contextually aware

“Where do I even go
to find the chatbot?”

Discovery

Keeping inventory
levels updated

April 16, 2018

Is my conversation
being
tracked/recorded?

Security

“Do I need to download
their mobile app first?”
Many questions arise about
how chatbots can be found
initially

Can lead to: ‘tried it once and
forgot about it’

Does not inspire
confidence

“Do I need to go to
their website only?”

Can someone else
pretend to be me?

Strategy Analytics, Inc

Impacts the type and quantity of
personal information the user is
willing to share
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CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS / BEST PRACTICES
WHAT DO USERS WANT?

FACEBOOK PRESENCE IS
CRUCIAL

CONTEXT IS KEY

Facebook plugin needs to
be utilized for greater
discoverability and reach

INCENTIVES FROM
LOCAL BUSINESSES
Motivates the user to try the chatbots

Needs to understand as much
information upfront

KEEP IT SIMPLE

CONTENT NEEDS TO BE
UP TO DATE

Dialogue should be concise

To provide the best
experience and not drive
the user back to old ways

CONVERSATIONAL
DIALOGUE

How to enhance the
consumer experience and
drive usage?

Going beyond natural language
processing to natural langue
understanding

April 16, 2018
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CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS / USE FACEBOOK PLUGINS
GREATER REACH AND ACCESSIBILITY FOR CONSUMERS

Facebook provides two messaging plugins allowing contact directly through a company
site or through Messenger
Current issue: How does the
user find access to a
company’s chatbot?

Opportunities: Facebook is
the largest social platform
and provides tools for
businesses to have
consumers reach them
utilizing chatbots

Nordstrom’s Messenger chatbot
April 16, 2018
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CRITICAL SUCCESS FACTORS / INCENTIVIZE USERS TO TRY & USE
DRIVE AWARENESS AND EXPEDITE EARLY ADOPTION RATES

Much like the slow rollouts of mobile payments, consumers often need motivators to try a technology or new
approach aimed at making their lives more convenient and likely to enhance the overall user experience
Current issue: Low consumer
awareness of what chatbots
are or how/where to access
them

Opportunities: Provide
discounts/offers for trying
chatbots – ordering goods
online, remotely ordering
food, etc.

Users need a reason to try something different than what they are used to
April 18, 2018
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THE FUTURE OF CHATBOTS / IN-VEHICLE SOLUTIONS
CHATBOTS CAN ALSO FACILITATE B2C CONVERSATIONS PERTAINING TO VEHICLE PURCHASE AND MAINTENANCE

Outlook: A potentially more efficient way
of comparing vehicles before purchase
without excessive sales pressure, with the
added benefit of after-sales support linked
to the initial conversation

Opportunities: Going beyond precustomer support through car model
comparisons and moving in to postcustomer support through vehicle
troubleshooting, feature discovery,
servicing, and notifications

Chatbots can enrich pre- and post-sales support for B2C purchases
April 16, 2018
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THE FUTURE OF CHATBOTS / IN-VEHICLE SOLUTIONS
CHATBOTS IN THE CAR: ORDERING GOODS

Outlook: Chatbots can be part of a broader
messaging strategy that allows for greater
monetization and greater efficiency for the
user

Opportunities: Allowing users to order
goods and services and also make
payments directly through chat keeps
them engaged with the service and
provides a more useful, usable, and
compelling experience

Integrated payment options also provide monetization opportunity
April 18, 2018
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THE FUTURE OF CHATBOTS / IN-VEHICLE SOLUTIONS
CHATBOTS IN THE CAR: MORE INTERACTIVE USER MANUAL

Outlook: Integrated solutions allow the
user to ask questions about their specific
model and receive relevant questions and
allow for more proactive conversation

Opportunities: Allowing the user to ask
questions like “what’s this [vague
description] button do” where the chatbot
knows which model/build is being asked
about and can provide responses

Makes the in-car experience more interactive and user-friendly
April 18, 2018
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THE FUTURE OF CHATBOTS / IN-VEHICLE SOLUTIONS
CHATBOTS IN THE CAR: MORE NATURAL APPROACH TO SPEAKING

Outlook: In order for the experience to be
better, useful, usable, and compelling, it
must remove the need to recall specific
syntax and allow the user to speak
naturally

Opportunities: Incorporating natural
language understanding will allow the
user to speak more naturally, thus
removing the frustrations associated with
current in-car voice systems

Non-proprietary keeps the experience consistent from car to phone
April 18, 2018
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RISKS, OPPORTUNITIES, AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Risks

Discoverability

Usability
•

Opportunities

Chatbots must provide a
compelling experience or users will
abandon them in favor of apps and
internet search engines that are
familiar and readily available

•

Touch AND voice
•

Utilizing voice with natural
language understanding will make
the experience more human-like,
and needs to be the exclusive HMI
in the car

•

In the car, the experience has to
replicate the out-of-the car chatbot
messaging experience – fluid and
natural

•

Reach of Messaging Apps
•

Make the Experience Seamless

Recommendations

Because friends and family are less
likely to be using them at this early
stage, there are less avenues for
viral discovery within messaging
ecosystems

Security

Facebook Messenger, WhatsApp,
and WeChat et al. are wellestablished messenger services
that can offer exposure of chatbots
to large numbers of invested users

Serendipitous Discovery
•

Person to Application Discovery
•

Widely-used platforms offer a range
of discoverability options beyond
pushing information at the user:
various forms of marketing can be
leveraged to drive users to chatbots

Strategy Analytics, Inc

As chatbots become more
successful in understanding users
by leveraging AI, they will require
more personal information which
can raise privacy concerns

AI-enabled chatbots can help users
discover things they might not be
aware of through conversation. This
mode of content discovery isn’t
targeted and is thus less invasive

Driving People to Marketing
•

By allowing users to reach out to
content, instead of pushing
content directly at them, chatbots
have the potential to be a more
trustworthy form of marketing
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